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Use our templates to customize and run a variety of reports that meet the form, content, and organizational requirements for your library, school, or 
district. Create reports that only include pertinent information, such as records of interest, transaction types, balance selections, personalized text on 
circulation notices, etc.
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see https://support.goalexandria.com/operations/reports/
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Toolbar

 Choose the Quick tab to run a one-time report, or choose the Saved tab to run one of your customized reports.Quick/Saved. 

  Click the padlock icon to unlock it for editing.Lock/Unlock.

  Options to duplicate or delete a saved report.Actions.

  In a Central Union, click this icon to change the site you're working in.Switch Site.

  Go to Operations Management to view and download your finished reports.Operations Management.

  Having trouble? This will open support documentation for this topic in another tab.Support.

Quick/Saved

The list of available reports and the options they contain depend on whether you're in the Quick or Saved tab.

Quick Reports

Quick reports are basically templates that do not store custom selection settings and are mainly used for running one-time reports or as a 
foundation for custom Saved reports. Any modifications made to a particular report are discarded immediately upon clicking on another 
category or report title. However, if you would like to save the Quick report you’ve just modified, click  at the bottom of the Create Saved Report
Selected Report pane. After adjusting the default report name (optional), your new report—including custom settings—will be added to the 
Saved tab.

Saved Reports

The Saved tab contains custom reports that you (or others) have created, saved, and shared. Saved reports can also be set to run on a 
schedule, emailed to the recipient(s) of your choice, and uploaded to an FTP server. Keep in mind that saved reports only keep the selection 
criteria used to create the report, not the results of the report itself. Saved reports can be run, modified, duplicated, or removed.

Categories



1.  
2.  
3.  

Reports are organized in categories and subcategories. Click the arrow to expand or contract the subcategories. Select a category or subcategory title 
to view the list of associated reports in the Report Selection pane. For example, if you want to run a  report, there are Charges and Overdue Fines
three ways to find it:

Select .All Reports
Select the  category.Circulation
Expand the Circulation category and then select the  subcategory.Charges and Payments

Remember, the list of available reports depends on both the category/subcategory you've selected  whether you're in the Quick or Saved tab.and

Report Selection

Once you've selected a category or subcategory, the associated reports will be listed in the Reports Selection pane on the right. You can search for a 
specific title in the filter bar and, in the Saved tab, you can further narrow the list of exports by Favorites, Shared, and Operator. In some ways, these 
filters far surpass the usefulness of the Categories pane. In fact, you may find yourself never using the Categories filters again, preferring instead to 
use the All Reports category in conjunction with the filter bar.

  See the exports marked as Favorite.Favorite.

 See the exports marked as Shared.Shared. 

  See the exports that you (the current operator) have saved.Operator.

  Enter a term to filter the exports by title.Filter. 

Scroll through the list to locate and select the specific report you would like to view, modify, or run. Remember, the list of available exports directly 
relates to the category you've selected and the filters you've applied.

Selected Report

You can modify the report you've selected in the Selected Reports pane. Quick reports have only the Selections and Options tabs, while Saved 
reports allow more customization options. Each tab contains the settings and options you need to configure how your report is ordered, organized, 
scheduled, and presented.

Quick Reports Saved Reports

The controls at the bottom of the Selected Report pane depend on whether you're viewing a Quick or Saved report.

Show Additional Selections. View a few additional options to further customize your report.

Create Saved Report. Save this report with your custom settings so you can run it again later.

Run. Run your report. When complete, the report will be logged in Operations Management.

Categories and filters can be applied in various ways. For example:

View only Catalog utilities: Select the Title category and the Catalog subcategory.
View only copy label reports: Select the Copies category and type "labels" in the filter bar.
View all label reports: Select the All Reports category and type "labels" into the filter bar.
View all shared label reports: Select the All Reports category, select the Shared filter, and type "labels" into the filter bar.



Overview
Overview
Building reports in Alexandria is clear cut, streamlined, and simple. The Selections tab is where you build the report to suit your needs; there are no 
illogical selections, redundant options, or nonsensical Boolean operators to sift through—nothing is offered that that doesn't directly apply to the report 
you are running. The best way to use this tab is to fill in the fields and drop-down menus from left to right, top to bottom. If you find some of your 
reports lacking the necessary selection information, try checking the Show Additional Selections box to get more options.

Selections
Selections
The Selections tab is where you build the report to suit your needs. If you find some of your reports lacking the necessary selection information, try 
checking the Show Additional Selections box for more options. The settings in this tab vary per report.

If you're Self-Hosted, all report  are saved to the Operation Files folder in your Alexandria Support directory.PDFs



Options
Options
Choose the sort and format options here. The settings in this tab vary per report.



Schedule
Schedule
Use these settings to schedule this report to run on a regular basis.

Notification
Notification

The scheduled time is the time the report is added to your . Depending on how busy your queue is, the report may or may Operations queue
not be complete at that exact time.

http://support.companioncorp.com/display/TT/Operations+Management


FTP
FTP
Textbook Tracker can save finished reports to an FTP server. These options allow you to specify the (secure) FTP server address and uername
/password credentials.
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